
Compact
Hurricane Series
Automatic Scrubbers
Codes:  Mini (19352-C-AGM) 

Maxi (19355-C-AGM) 
450 XTT (19362-C-AGM) 



Exclusive Squeegee System

The system assures high performance throughout 
the cleaning task. It provides incomparable drying 
results even on the most difficult surfaces due to 
a very unique design. The blades can be used on 

4 sides before needing replacement.

Solution stops with the brush drive, 
eliminating waste. The Compact Series 
also features CFS (Center Flow System), 
where the solution distribution is made 
from the brush center.

Removable recovery tank  to facilitate 
dirty water dumping and easy access 
to internal compartments.

Squeegee system designed 
to absorb harsh impact and 
blades can be changed 
without the use of tools.

Adjustable multi-position handle 
allows many applications with 
maximum comfort to the operator, 
even in narrow areas. Also folds for 
easy storage.

Control panel is easy to use 
and intuitive. Switches are 
protected against water and 
humidity. Includes a battery 
level indicator.

Spin-on spin-off brush pad driver 
(single brush only) allows for brush 
replacement without tools.

Compact in size, it still offers
large solution and recovery tank.

Unique design and even 
weight distribution allow for 
greater maneuverability. Goes 
where bigger scrubbers can’t.

High density polyethylene 
tanks. Metal chassis with 
anti-corrosion treatment.



Removable recovery tank
The recovery tank can be 
removed without tools, for easy 
dirty water dumping and quick 
access to internal compartments.

Easy to use control panel
The control panel is user friendly, 
minimizing operator error. It 
activates the brush, vacuum 
motor and water supply.

Solution control  
with automatic stop
Save water and detergent! Solution 
flow shuts off when the brush drive 
stops, minimizing product waste.

Height-adjustable handle
The handle can be easily adjusted 
during use to allow for cleaning in 
difficult to reach areas.

The C ompact Series
These models are the perfect fit as their unique size facilitates 
the cleaning of a variety of small to medium size areas.

Optimal Compact Performance
The Compact Hurricane Series features a unique offering of 
scrubbers that are excellent for small or difficult areas. They use 
our professional metal squeegee, made with an exclusive “V” 
shape that gives the best drying results no matter the surface. The 
height-adjustable handle and even weight distribution makes the 
Compact series easy to use and very maneuverable. It is ergonomic 
and allows great working visibility.
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Mini / Maxi / 450 XTT 
Hurricane Series
Compact Automatic Scrubbers
New Handle Design
Extremely robust but light, the new handle makes the machine 
even easier to maneuver thanks to the ergonomic design of the 
handles, enhancing any work conditions, and does not strain the 
operator. The adjustable multi-position handle also allows for 
cleaning in diffi  cult to reach areas. The handle even fold for easier 
storage.

Goes Where Bigger Scrubbers Can’t
Compact in size, but it provides the high productivity and long 
battery life of a larger scrubber. It is perfect for areas where 
automatic scrubbers are too large.

Removable Recovery Tank
The recovery tank can be removed simply without tools, for easy 
dirty water draining and quick access to internal compartments.

Specifi cations Mini Maxi 450 XTT
Model Number 19352-C-AGM 19355-C-AGM 19362-C-AGM

Productivity
(Theoretical at max speed) 14,000 ft²/hr (1301 m²/hr) 17,980 ft²/hr (1670 m²/hr) 18,836 ft²/hr (1750 m²/hr)

Scrubbing Width 14” (36 cm) 18” (46 cm) 20” (51 cm)

Squeegee Width 18” (46 cm) 22” (56 cm) 24” (61 cm)

Numbers of brushes 1 x 14” (1 x 36 cm) 1 x 18” (1 x 46 cm) 1 x 20 “ (1 x 51 cm)

Brush/Pad Speed 140 rpm 140 rpm 140 rpm

Brush Motor Power 200 W 350 W 350 W

Motor Type 3-stage (550 W) 3-stage (550 W) 3-stage (550 W)

Water Lift at Squeegee 40” (102 cm) 44” (112 cm) 44” (112 cm)

Traction Motor No No No

Solution Tank Capacity 4 Gal (15 L) 8 Gal (30 L) 11 Gal (40 L)

Recovery Tank Capacity 5 Gal (19 L) 8 Gal (30 L) 12 Gal (45 L)

Power Supply 24 V (2 x 12 V) 24 V (2 x 12 V) 24 V (2 x 12 V)

Maximum Speed N/A N/A N/A

Weight (Without Batteries) 80 lbs (36 kg) 105 lbs (45 kg) 154 lbs (70 kg)

Unit Size (L x W x H) 29” x 16” x 21” (74 x 41 x 53 cm) 38” x 22” x 48” (97 x 56 x 122 cm) 22” x 33” x 48” (56 x 84 x 122 cm)

Run Time 1.5 hrs 2 hrs 2 hrs

Noise Level 68 dB 68 dB 68 dB

Approval(s) N/A N/A N/A
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